


 Spa baths don’t have filter systems - Spa baths circulate water 

through pipes

 Body fats + soap + other deposits block pipes, nozzles

and outlets, and become a serious hygiene problem

 Grease and other debris provides harbourage for bacteria,

fungus, moulds associated with ear, eye, hair, respiratory and 

infection of body parts

 Circulating water does not remove fats or Oils

 MUST USE degreasing solutions to remove fats and oils



,

 The therapeutic value of spa baths is widely accepted -

users enjoy relief from chronic pain, physical discomfort  

and gain a sense of well being.

 Spa Bath sales are more than 100,000 units per year 

and growing

 Spa Bath pipes average 5 to 6 metres and are in need of 

regular cleaning....they do not have a filtering system
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 Use a commercially formulated spa pipe degreasing product

 When used correctly Spa Safe should remove body fats and oils etc.

 Debris normally brown in colour – you may be surprised at the amount      

that floats to the bath surface

 Choose a degreaser that also has a sanitising action so that

pipes remain hygienically clean until bath is used again

 Degrease your spa bath frequently for comfort and enjoyment for your 

family and each guest between or after each room stay is recommended



Pipes under the spa are a potential breeding ground for 

pathogens, legionella and other bacteria.

Spa safe acts instantly and effortlessly



Home or 

Hotel
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 Acts instantly and effortlessly easy to use

 A quality product backed by a satisfaction guarantee or 
money back

 Available in convenient pack sizes to suit every property

 Affordable at very competitive price and readily available

 Spa Safe has a very gentle perfume that  deodorises the 
room (lingers but does not dominate)
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EASY STEPS FOR SPA BATH CLEANING

1. Fill bath with cold water to above jet line.

2. Add 50mls of Spa Safe to the spa water then turn jets (pump) on.

3. Run jets for 5-10 minutes. Very dirty pipes will require a longer time.

4. Turn the jets off and drain bath. Rinse the bath with cold water.

5. Using Spa Safe on a clean, damp cloth wipe bath surface and surrounding 
area.

6. Polish the bath with a clean, dry cloth for a sparkling shine.



You will be amazed how effective Spa Safe   

removes debrie and hygienically cleans........



Home or 

Hotel
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 Salmonella – Gastroenteritis

 E Coli – Gastroenteritis

 Staphylococcus - Eye and wound infections

 Pseudomonas Aeruginosa - Skin, eye and ear irritation

 Candida Krusei – Thrush

 Trichophyton Mentagrephytes – Athlete’s Foot

 Legionella - Legionnaire's Disease



.



Spa hygienically cleaned with

Note: Please use this chemical maintenance as a guide only as 

there can be many variances. The manufacturers offer this 

information as a suggestion only and accept no responsibility


